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1 − Obstacles preventing humans with disabilities to work in service sector of economy
It could be seen in the international airport of Mexico City that people with disabilities may work
successfully in developing countries even in such complex and critical organizations as airports.
What are the obstacles preventing to extend this successful experience to other countries?
Dates: 2017. Locations: Mexico City, Mexico.
2 − State incentives to organize dance parties for elder people
It would be useful to test an idea of providing state incentives to support organization of dance
parties for people older than 50 years old with a purpose to decrease public healthcare costs. (For
example, nightclub owners may decrease taxation through these incentives.) It is especially
important for developing countries that still have weak economies but at the same time have
reached already some stability that allows people to live until getting 70-80 years old. It is
supposed, the effect may be giant in comparison with required expenses for incentives.
Dates: 2019. Locations: the idea is based on observations made in Ulaanbaatar (Mongolia),
although it is not related to Mongolia at all, as you can guess.
3 − More noticeable playgrounds for kids with special needs
In Entebbe (Uganda), the playground for kids with special needs is located exactly on the opposite
side of the road from Victoria Mall (the largest trading center in Entebbe combined with movie
theater, gym, and expensive hotel). I’m not sure that such location was chosen with a purpose, but it
gives an idea to place such playgrounds in noticeable places in other countries/cities to attract
society’s attention to the problems of kids with special needs.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Entebbe, Uganda.
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4 − Pedestrian migration routes of Sub-Saharan population to Morocco
In informal communication with two male migrants from Sub-Saharan Africa currently living in
Morocco and working as street beggars, it has been found that they came to Morocco from Mali by
feet. Obviously, all such migrations routes require separate research and some humanitarian work to
protect people using them.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Morocco.
5 − Immigration program targeted at intelligent youth from the poorest social circles of
developing countries
In conjunction with the idea that immigration programs of developed countries are preferential
towards people with deeper connections in criminal circles (see “Criminology” chapter in this
collection of ideas), it would be reasonable to consider development of immigration programs that
would allow intelligent youth from the poorest social circles of the 2nd and 3rd worlds to immigrate
to the 1st world easily upon passing a set of formalized tests. This program should be targeted at the
social circles with minimal income that cannot afford educational migration for kids and high
quality university education in home countries. It will allow young people of 18-20 years old (not
older) with high abilities and minimal financial opportunities leave their countries and start new life
in the 1st world with staying “clean” and avoiding integration with local criminalized elites. You
should understand that such program should provide not only entry permissions but some financial
assistance too, because these young people will not have even money for airplane ticket, even if it
costs several hundreds dollars.
Obviously, such immigration programs may have multiple drawbacks:
•

it will suck one of last remaining human resources from some developing countries and
leave them without any opportunity to grow economically and culturally;

•

as a consequence of previous item, it may cause political and religious radicalization of
some countries with implementing multiple legal barriers for emigration;

•

emigrating young people may be attacked and abused physically and psychologically before
departure.
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